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We look at two aspects  of dlscrLminator varieties which could be of considerable interest 
in symbolic omputation: 
1, discriminator varieties are unitary (i.e., there is always a most general unifier of 
two unifiable terms), and 
2. every mathematical  problem can be routinely cast in the forint 
Pl ~ ql , 9  9  Pk ~ qk hnplies the equation x ~ y. 
Item (I) offers possibilities for implementations in computational logic, and (2) shows 
that Birkhoff's five rules of inference for equational logic are all one needs to prove 
theorems in mathematics. 
There are seven sections in these notes. Section 1 is a quick tour through the basic 
concepts from Universal Algebra which we will be using - -  and some basic properties 
of discriminator varieties. In section 2 the connection between discriminator terms and 
simple algebras in discriminator varieties i discussed, and we look at important examples 
of discriminator varieties from the literature. In section 3 we prove that all discriminator 
varieties are unitary, give examples of most general unifiers in several of the examples 
from section 2, and look at the unification problem. In section 4 Birkhoff 's five rules 
of inference for equational logic are reviewed, and in section 5 McKenzie's reduction of 
first-order logic to equational logic using discriminator varieties is discussed. In section 6 
we look at the yon Neumann-Bernays-GSdel  axioms for set theory, and the ultimate 
reduction of all mathematics to equational logic. We do not claim any new results in 
sections 4-6; however it is hoped that bringing together these aspects of equational logic 
will focus attention on discriminator varieties as a fascinating tool for furthe~ computa- 
tional research. In section 7 there is a proof of the completeness of McKenzie's reduction. 
(Our terminology will follow that of Burris & Sankappanavar (1981).) 
1. Background from Universal Algebra 
Universal algebra has focused a great deal of attention on equations, and on the 
classes of algebras defined by equations - -  called equational classes. A class of algebras 
t Indeed one could reduce this to the form "p(:vl,. . . ,  xn) ~ xl implies m ~ y" (see Theorem 5.3); it is 
not clear that one would make any computational gains by such a further eduction. 
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closed under homomorphic mages, subalgebras and direct products is called a variety. 
In the mid-thirties Birkhoff proved that equational c asses are the same as varieties. (We 
prefer to use the word variety - -  it is a shorter than equational class.) The smallest 
variety V(K) containing a given class K of algebras is called the variety generated by K.  
The equations true of V(K) are the same as those true of K. 
In the mid-forties Birkhoff showed that every variety V is generated by the class ~ I  
of subdirec~ly irreducible algebrast in V. For example the subdirectly irreducible Boolean 
algebras are the 1- and 2-element Boolean algebras. Consequently an equation is true in 
Boolean algebras iff it is true in the 2-element Boolean algebra - -  this fact justifies the 
use of ~ruth-tables in the calculus of classes. In view of Birkhoff~s theorem one is justified 
in thinking of VsI as generalized ~ruth-tables for V, a central part of V from which one 
can recover valuable information about V~ e.g, the equational theory of V. 
The class Vs of simple algebras in V is a popular subclass of ~ I ,  and consists of 
those algebras which have at most two congruences. As an example we mention that 
the classification of finite simple groups has been an exciting topic in recent years. One- 
element algebras are called trivial algebras ~ our convention is to include them in the 
subdirectly irreducible and simple algebras. However many references will exclude them. 
FACT 1.1.. Given an algebra A and a congruence 0 of A we have: A/6 is a nontrivial 
simple algebra iff 8 is a maximal congruence. 
(See Burris & Sankappanawr (1981), p. 59, Th. 8.9.) 
In general Vs does not generate V, so an equation true of Vs need not be true of all 
algebras in V. However discr iminator varieties V are generated by Vs. (We defer 
the definition and examples of discriminator varieties till the next section.) If a variety 
V is such that P~z = Vs then we say it is semisimplr 
FACT 1.2. Suppose A is in a semisimple variety and a, b E A. Then 
a = b iff 
for every maximal congruence 0 of A. 
a/e = b/e 
(This follows from the fact that the intersection of the maximal congruences ofA is 
the identity relation.) 
FACT 1.3. Discriminator varieties are semisimple. 
(See Burris ~ Sankappanavar (1981), p. 185, Th. 9.4.) 
The free algebras in V also play the role of generalized truth-tables. A V-free algebra 
freely generated by X, written Fv(X), is nothing more than an algebra of normal  
forms ff of terms p over the set X. The key properties of Fv (X) are: 
TAn algebra A is sgbdirectly irredaciblr if it is a one-element algebra or there is a congruence ~ of A 
which is not the identity relation and has the property # ___ 0 for every congruence 0 of ,4, which is not 
the identity relation. (Such a min imum congruence ~t among the nonidentity congruences of fit. is called 
the r~onolith of A.) 
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1. V~p~qi f fp=q 
2. f (~ l , . . . ,  tn) = f ( t l , . . . ,  tn) for f a fundamental n-ary operation 
3. For any algebra A in V and any map a : X --* A, a extends to a homomorphism 
fl : Fv(X) --* A, i.e., for f a fundamental n-ary operation we have 
= 
Thus we have 
Zf f ( t l , . . . ,  = 
Given V and X there may be many ways to choose normal forms for terms over X, 
but the resulting algebras of normal forms are isomorphic, so we can speak of the V-free 
algebra Fv(X). And since Fv(X) is determined up to isomorphism by the cardinality 
of X we can simply refer to the V-free algebras Fv(0), . . . ,  Fv(n) . . . .  , Fv(w), . . . ,  i.e., 
we merely specify the size of the set X of free generators. 
For example let V be the variety of semigroups. Then we can let Fv(X) be X +, the 
semigroup of nonempty strings over X. The string zyz would be the normal form for 
the terms z(yz) and (xy)z. For monoids we would use X*, and for rings we would use 
polynomials over X with integer coefficients, where the mouomials are linearly ordered 
(to provide unique normal forms). The normal forms in these varieties are finite objects 
- -  however when working with general varieties it is not clear how to find a canonical 
normal form which is a finite syntactic object, so algebraists solve the issue by taking ~he 
set of all terms equivalent to a given term p as the normal form i~ ofp. This may not be 
convenient for computational purposes, but it is a simple choice. 
Birkhoff noted that V ~ p ~ q iff Fv (X) ~ p ~ q for any set X whose size is at least 
as large as the number of variables in the equation p ~ q. Consequently we see that the 
free algebras in V do indeed play the role of generalized truth-tables. 
At this point we have sufficient information, when combined with the discussion of 
simple algebras in discriminator varieties in the next section, to show that discriminator 
varieties have unitary unification type. But to study the unification problem for discrim- 
inator varieties we will need a deeper structure theorem for algebras in discriminator 
varieties. This theorem says roughly that such an algebra decomposes into the study of 
a Boolean algebra nd the simple quotients of the algebra. The next paragraphs give a 
precise formulation of this structure theorem, and the important consequences. 
A subalgebra A of a direct product IIAi is a subdirect product if for each i and each 
al E At we have an a E A such that a(i) = as, i.e., A "touches" every element of every 
coordinate As. Birkhoff proved that every algebra in a variety V is isomorphic to a 
subdirect product of algebras in Vsi. Because of this the members of VsI are regarded as 
"building blocks" of the variety V. However in practice these building blocks fit together 
in extremely complicated ways - -  and (in the study of first-order properties) Birkhoff's 
theorem seems to offer little information about V from Vsl beyond that of the equational 
theory of Vsi. 
In 1966 Dauns & Hofmann extracted a highly specialized subdirect product (from the 
work of Grothendieck oncerning sheaves used in the study of algebraic geometry) which 
in their terminology would be described as an algebra of global sections of a ttausdorff 
sheaf over a Boolean space, and for which Burris & Werner (1979) introduced the simple 
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phrase a Boolean productt - -  for such products one can analyze not only equations but 
also primitive positive sentences ~, i.e., sentences of the form 3~Api (~)  ~ qi(~), in 
terms of the behavior of the stalks. (We note that in the study of Boolean products the 
coordinate algebras are called stalks.) 
FACT 1.4. A Boolean product A satisfies a primitive positive sentence ~ iff each stalk 
of A satisfies ~. 
(See Burris & Werner (1979), p. 272, Lemma 1.1.) 
In other words, we can solve a system of equations in a Boolean product iff we can solve 
it in every stalk of the Boolean product; and a given sequence of elements is a solution 
iff it provides a solution on each stalk. This property fails dramatically with typical 
subdirect products. Much of what we know about discriminator varieties depends on the 
following result of Bulrush-Fleming & Werner (1977): 
FACT 1.5. Every member of a discriminator variety is isomorphic to a Boolean product 
of simple algebras from the variety. 
(See Burris & Sankappanavar (1981), p. 165, Th. 9.4.) 
FACT 1.6. Given a discriminator variety V and a primitive positive sentence ~ we have 
where Sn is the set of (<_ n)-generated simple algebras in V. 
(This follows from Facts 1.4 and 1.5 since the stalks of an n-generated Boolean product 
are (~ n)-generated.) 
2. D isc r iminator  Var iet ies  
A ternary term t(z, y, z) is a discriminator term for an algebra A if, for a, b, c G A, 
f c if a - -  b t(a~b,c) a i fa•b .  (1) 
A term s(z, y, u, v) is a switching term for an algebra A if, for a, b, c, d ~ A, 
c i fa=b 
s (a ,b ,c ,d )= d ifa~s (2) 
tA subalgebra A of a direct product II~exA~ is called a Boolea~ produc$ if
1. it is a subdlrect product 
2. X is a Boolem~ space (i.e., a compact Hausdori~ space with a basis of closed-open sets) 
3. (Equalizers are Clope~) for f,g E A we have {~ E X : ](~) -- g(~)} is a closed-open subset of X 
4. (Patchwork Proper~y) given ],g E A and a closed-open subset N of X, the element h of YI~ExAs 
which equals ] on N aud g on X \ N is also in A. 
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From a discriminator term we can construct a switching term, and vice-versa, by 
s(~, y, ~, v) = t(t(~, v, ~),t(~, y, ~), , )  (~) 
t(~, y, ~) = s(~, y, ~, ~). (4) 
Finite algebras with a discriminator term are called quasiprimal algebras. Quasipri- 
ma] algebras with no proper subalgebras and no nontrivial automorphisms are called 
primal algebras.t In the examples below one sees several classical examples of primal 
algebras: the 2-element Boolean algebra (or Boolean ring), the rings Zp, and the Post- 
algebras Pn. Finite fields are the best known examples of quasiprimal lgebras. 
A variety V of algebras is a discriminator variety$ if there is a class K of algebras 
which generates V such that there is a ternary term t(x, y, z) which is a discriminator 
term for every member of K. 
The existence of a discriminator term t(x, y, z) for a class K of algebras leads to 
a powerful Boolean product structure theorem for V(K), the variety generated by K, 
and this in turn has been involved in significant results concerning decidability and 
existentially closed structures. As it turns out, t(x, y, z) will be a discriminator term ]or 
precisely the simple algebras in the variety V(K); and the structure theorem says that 
every member of the variety V(K) is isomorphic to a Boolean product of simple algebras 
in the variety. We need such basic properties of discriminator varieties to understand 
their possibilities in symbolic omputation. 
Now we will list important examples of discriminator varieties, giving a set of defining 
equations for each one, a generating set K, a description of all the simple algebras in the 
variety, and a discriminator term and switching term for K (and hence for the simple 
algebras in the variety). 
EXAMPLES OF DISCRIMINATOR VARIETIES 








~Vx '~ l  
xA (yV z )~ (x Ay) V(xAz).  
K = {2BA} where 2BA is the two-element Boolean algebra ({0, 1}, V, A/, 0, 1) 
SIMPLES: just the 1- and 2-element Boolean algebras. 
t(~, y, z) = (~ ^  z) v (~ ^  v' ^ z') v (~'^ y' ^ z) 
s(~, y, ~, v) = (~ ^  y^ ~) v (~' ^  y' A~)v  (xAy'  ^v) V (~' ^  y ^ ~). 
tat  present i appears that it is extremely difficult to test finite algebras for being quasiprimal, or primal; 
but we have not been able to find a proof of this. 
~The two basic references on discriminator varieties axe Chapter IV of "A Course in Universal Algebra" 
by Bu.rris & Sankappanavar (1981), and "Discriminator Algebras" by Werner (1978). 
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Boolean algebras, axiomatized in full generahty by Huntington in 1904, form the 
original discriminator variety. Because of the need to work with the propositional con- 
nectives in clausal ogic they have been the subject of considerable interest in the field 
of automated eduction. 
12. Boo~z~ tunas I<B, +,.,0,I) 
AXIOMS: x+(y+z)~, (x+y)+z  z . (y . z )~(x .y ) . z  
z+y~y+x z .y~- .y .x  
z+O~m z . l~m 
m+s~0 
z" (Y+ z) ~ (~.y) + (~" z) 
g = {2BR} where 2BR is the two-element Boolean ring ({0, 1}, +,. ,  0, 1) 
SIMPLES: just the 1- and 2-element Boolean rings. 
t(x,v,z) =(~+v). 9 + (1 +~ + v) .~  
Of course Boolean rings are definitionally equivalent to Boolean algebras - -  but they 
are not equivalent in all respects, such as term rewriting, so we include them in our list of 
examples. We do not give Boolean rings the same language as rings because the 'minus' 
operation is the same as 'plus'. 
{3. (z p ~ m, pz ~ 0)-RINGS ](R, +, . , - ,0,  1), for p a prime number. 
AXIOMS: to the following ring axioms add z P ~ s and px ~ 0: 
"+ (v + z) ~ (x + v) + z ~. (v. ~) ~ (x. v). 
z+y~y+z 
z+O~m z . l~z~l . z  
z + ( -x )  ~ 0 
~" (~ + ~) ~ (~. v) + (~. ~) (~ + v). ~ ~ (~. z) + (v. z). 
K = {Zp) where Zp is the ring of integers modulo p. 
SIMPLES: just Zp and the trivial ring. 
t (~,  v, ~) = (x - vF  -1  9 x + (1 - (~ - vF -1 )  9 
~(-, v, u,  ~) = (1 - (~ - vF -~)  9 ~ + ( ,  - vF -~.  ~. 
These rings were studied as a generalization of Boolean rings by McCoy & Mont- 
gomery in 1937; they proved that every nontrivial ring in this variety is isomorphic to a 
subdirect power of Zp. 
{i. (~  = ~) -R I~ ]<R,+,.,-,0,1), for ~ > 1. 
AXIOMS: the ring axioms plus z m ~ x. 
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K is the set of finite fields which satisfy a: rn ~ z. (There are, up to isomorphism, only 
finitely many such fields.) 
SIMPLES: precisely the members of K plus the trivial ring. 
~(m,y,z) -- (~-  y ) rn - l .m+ (1 -  (x -  y)m-1), z 
~(~, v, ~, ~) = (1 - (~ - y )~-~)  9 ~ + (~ - y )~-~,  v. 
The variety of x rn ~ x rings was proved to be generated by finite fields in the famous 
1945 paper of Jacobson - -  for a more recent account see Herstein (1975), p. 367. In 
1948 Areas ~ Kaplansky developed modified Boolean power structure theorems for such 
rings, and in 1966 Dauns & Hofmann gave the Boolean product structure theorems. 
If we let K be any finite collection of finite fields then the variety V(K) generated 
by K will be a discriminator variety, and the simple members of the variety will be the 
finite fields embeddable in members of K.  For the discriminator term one can use the 
form above (where m is such that k - lira - 1 for each k equal to the size of a member 
of K); and there is a finite set of equations defining V(K), but this take a bit more work 
to find. 
15. n-VALUED POST ALGEBRAS ] (A,V, A/ ,0,  1, . . . ,  n - -  1). 
AXIOMS: these are quite involved - -  we refer the reader to tLosenbloom (1942). 
K = .{Pn) where Pn --- ({0, 1 . . . .  , n - l ) ,  V, A/ ,  0, 1, . . . ,  n-- l) is the n-element n-valued 
Post algebra, which is a chain under join and meet with 0 < n -1  < n -2  < .. 9 < 1, 
and 11 = 2, 2' = 3,. . . ,01 = 1. 
SIMPLES: just Pn  and the trivial algebra. 
~(~, y, z) = [g(~, v) A ~] V [g(g(~, ~), 1) ^  ~] 
s(z, y, u, v) = [g(g(a:, y), 1) A u] V [g(x, y) A v]. 
where = [ ~ Aj=x (A =I x(~) Y y(k)) , with z(k) an abbreviation for k ap- 
plications of the unary operation ~. 
Post introduced n-valued propositional logic in 1921, and Rosenbloom introduced 
axioms for n-valued Post algebras in 1942. [Rosenbloom used only the fundamental 
operations V and ~; to simplify the treatmen~ we have expanded his list.] Rosenbloom 
showed that  every finite n-valued Post algebra was isomorphic to a power ofP,~. In 1953 
Foster studied primal algebras, in particular showing that every n-valued Post algebra is 
isomorphic to a Boolean power of Pn. 
~- '~ ,  the Pure  D isc r iminator  variety of algebras (A, t/. 
AXIOMS: 
~(x, y, x) ~ x 
~(x, y, y) ~ x 
~(~, ~, !(~, y, z)) ~ ~(~, v, ~(~(~, v, ~), ~(~, ~, y), ~(~, v, ~))). 
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K "- {(w, ~)}, where the operation ~ gives a discriminator term t(x, fl, z) on w. 
SIMPLES" all algebras (A~ t) where ~(~, y, z) is a discriminator term on A. 
~(x, y~ z) is from the fundamental operation 
s@, y, ~, v) = ~(~(~, u, ~), ~(x, y, , ) ,  v). 
The Pure Discriminator variety was introduced by McKenzie in the late 1970's and 
he showed it had a decidable first-order theory. This result was not published at the 
time; however it will soon appear in Burris, McKenzie, & Valeriote (1991§ 
I7. can  I' the variety of Cy l indr ic  A lgebras  of  D imens ion  n. Such algebras are of 
the form (B, V, A/ ,  O, 1, co, 9 .., cn-1, d00 . . . .  , dn- l~- l ) .  
AXIOMS: to the axioms for Boolean algebras add the following (where i, j, k < n): 
di~ ~ cj(d~.i A df~ ) if i r j r k 
ci(dq A x) A c~(dij A x') ~ 0 if i # j. 
K is the set of all algebras in CAr, such that x ~ 0 ---+ co(c1(.., c~- l (z ) . . . ) )  ~ 1 holds. 
SIMPLEB: precisely the members of K. 
~(x, y, z) = [c(~ + y) A x] V [c(x + y)' A z] 
~(~, y, ~, ~) = [~@ + y)'  ^  ~] V [~(~ + y) A v], 
where c is the composition co o . . .  o cn-1 and x + y is (x A y') V (x' A y). 
The theory of cylindric algebras was founded by Tarski in collaboration with Chin 
and Thompson in the years 1948-52 as an algebraic version of first-order logic. This has 
been a very rich area of research, with two major textbooks by tIenkin, Monk & Tarski 
(1975/85). 
[ 8. MA ], the variety of Monad lc  A lgebras .  Such algebras are of the form (B, V, A/ ,  0, 1, c). 
AXIOMS: to the axioms for Boolean algebras add the following axioms (which say that 
c is a closure operator and the closed elements form a subalgebra of the Boolean 
algebra): 
< y -~ ~(~) < ~(y) 
~(~(~)) ~ c(~) c(~@)') ~ ~@)' 
c(~(~) v ~(y)) ~ c(~) v c(y) c(~(~) A ~(y)) ~ c(~) A ~@). 
K is the set of all algebras in MA such that x ~ 0 -+ c(r) ~ 1. 
SIMPLlilS: precisely the members of K. 
~(x, y, ~) = [c(~ + y) ^  ~] v [~(x + v)' ^ z] 
~(~, y, ~, ~) = [c(~ + y)' ^ ~] v [~(~ + y) ^ ~]. 
where x § y means (x A yt) V (x' A y). 
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Monadic algebras are essentially cylindric algebras of dimension 1 (the constant d00 
has been dropped since it equals 1). They give the simplest well-known discriminator 
variety with infinite simple members. Such varieties are important for the reduction of 
mathematics to equational logic in section 6. 
~ ,  the variety of Relat ion Algebras (B, V, A/,  0, 1, o, u, A). 
AXIOMS: take the axioms for Boolean algebras and add 
x uu  ~ x 
(z V y)u ~., xu V yU 
 o(yvz) ( oy)v o 
AUrA 
xoA~x~Aox 
(x o y)u ~, ~u o z u 
o o y),) ^  y 0 
K consists of all algebras in RA which satisfy z ~ 0 --+ 1 o x o 1 ~ 1. 
SIMPLES: precisely the class K. 
"t(x, y, z) ~ [(1 o (z + y) o i) A z] V [(I o (x + y) o 1)' A z] 
s(x, y, u, v) -- [(1 o (z + y) o 1)' A u] V [(1 o (x + y) o 1) A v], 
where z + y means (x A y') V (x' A y). 
Relation algebras originated with DeMorgan and Peirce as a natural extension of the 
calculus of classes to the calculus of binary relations. Schrdder devoted Volume III of 
his Algebra der Logik to this subject, and this in turn led to a deep study by Tarski. 
The modern study of relation algebras, including equational axiomatizations: i  due to 
Ta~ski. A major new book on relation algebras, "A Formalization of Set Theory without 
Variables", has been published by Tarski & Givant (1987). 
,[10" V[:P c] [, where V isa  discriminator variety and ~ is a set of new function symbols, 
! 
means the variety generated by the simple algebras of V, arbitrarily expanded by func- 
tions corresponding to the symbols in jr. We say that V[:F] is the compatible xpansion 
of l/ by :7: because the new functions respect the Boolean product decompositions in V. 
AXIOMS: to a set of axioms for V add, for each n-ary function symbol f in Jr, the 
following compatibility axiom ~ 
~(u, v, f (wl , . . . ,  x,)) ~- t(u, v, f($(u, v, xl) , . . . ,  g(u, v, x,))), 
i 'The crucial compatibility axioms are motivated by an understanding of the fact that if you want to add 
functions to a discriminator variety without losing the fact that you have a discriminator variety, and you 
want to have the original discriminator term work in the new variety, then you need to keep the principal 
congruences the same. Now the principal congruences in a discriminator variety are equationally defined, 
namely 
|  = {(c,d): ~(a,b,c) = ~0, b,d)}. 
So the objective is, for each new n-ary function symbol ],  to have 
(cl,dl) e G(a,b) ~ (f(~,f(d'~) E | 
that is, 
~(a,b, ci) = tO, b,d~ ) :=* ~(a,b,~'(~) = ~(a,b,i(d~). 
Thus we see the importance of the term t(u, v, ] (~1, . . . ,  xn)) in the condition for axiomatizing V[hr]. 
The precise compatibility condition of McKenzie is no doubt the result of some shrewd intuition. 
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where t is a discriminator term for the simple algebras in V. 
K can be obtained by taking a generating class H for V, and taking all possible xpan- 
sions of members of H by functions corresponding to symbols in ~. 
$(m, y, z) is a discriminator term for the simple algebras in V 
s(m, y, u, v) is a switching term for the simple algebras in V. 
These axioms are an application of McKenzie's 1975 milestone study of axiom systems 
for discriminator varieties.t We shall return to his work in section 5 where the varieties 
V[J "c] will be an essential ingredient of the method used. For the interested reader we 
have given a completeness proof in the Appendix (based on McKenzie's paper, using our 
notation) from which one can also see that the above axioms indeed perform as required. 
3. D iscr iminator  Varieties have Un i ta ry  Unif ication, 
In 1965 Robinson proved that the variety of all algebras (of a given type) has unitary 
unification. Unification is basic to resolution theorem provers and the Knuth-Bendix 
method for finding rewrite systems. For an excellent survey of the role of unification in 
computer science see Siekmann (1989). In 1987 Biittner & Simonis proved that Boolean 
algebras are unitary, and recently this has been extended by Nipkow (1990) to vari- 
eties generated by primal algebras. As we mentioned earlier such varieties are finitely 
generated iscriminator varieties, and include examples 1, 2, and 5 from section 2. 
Let V be a variety of algebras, and let p(z l , . . . ,  m~) and q(ml . . . .  , zk) be terms in the 
language of V. A V-unifier of p and q is a substitution 
(1 < < k) (5) 
such that V satisfies 
. . . .  ,*k). (6) 
p and q are V-unifiable if they have a V-unifier; and determining when p and q have a 
V-unifier is called the V-unification problem for V. 
A given V-unifier 
z, ~- t , (u~,. . . ,u,)  (1 < i < k) (7) 
is more general ~han another V-unifier 
if there is a substitution 
such that V satisfies 
mi +-- t~(Vl,...,vm) (1 < i < k) (8) 
us (1 < j < l) (9) 
~(~) ~ ~i(~t(v-~,,..: ~t(~.)) (1 < i < k). (i0) 
The notion of 'more general' establishes a pre-ordering (i,e.: a reflexive and transitive 
relation) on the V-unifiers of p and q, and two V-unifiers are equivalent if each is more 
tOther axiomatizations can be found in Bloom ~ Tindell (1983), Melder & Ndson (1987). 
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general than the other. Sometimes p and q have, up to equivalence, minimal V-unifiers, 
called mos~ general V-unifiers. If every pair of V-unifiable terms has a most general 
V-unifier which is more general than all V-unifiers of the pair, then we say the variety 
has unitary unification. 
One can describe the property of V having unitary unification in a purely algebraic 
manner by switching to normal forms, which allows us to replace ~ by --. Then in the 
above discussion of unification the items (5) and (6) become: 
~ *- ~,( -1 , . . . ,  ~,) (1 < i < ~) (11) 
p(~l , . . . ,  ~)  = q(~l, . . . ,  ~) .  (12) 
Now (11) corresponds to a homomorphism or: Fv(~:l, . . . .  x , )  ~ Fv(u l ,  u2 . . . .  ) deter- 
mined by 
~(e , )  = ~i (~,  . . . .  ~,)  (1 < i < k), (13) 
Without loss of generality we can assume the set of variables {ul , . . .}  is countably infinite. 
We can state unification in terms of normal forms by saying that ]5 and ff are V-unifiable 
if there is a homomorphism or: Fv (z l , . . . ,  z,)  --+ Fv(ul ,  u2,. . .)  such that e(iv) = ~(q). 
Thus, to tidy up the notation a little, unification is essentially concerned with consid- 
ering a pair a, b of normal forms in Fv(n) and looking for homomorphisrns e : Fv(n)  
Fv(w) such that tr(a) = ~(b). 
Continuing in this vein we can translate all the syntactic notions regarding unifiers 
mentioned above, namely for a, b 6 Fv(n) define the set of uni f iers of a and b to be 
U.,v(a, b) = {a e Hom(Fv(n), Fv@))  : ~(a) = ~(b)}, 
where ttom(A, B) is the set of homomorphisms from A to B. We say a and b are 
V-uni f iable if U,,v(a, b) # 0. The problem of determining if any given U,,v(a, b) is 
empty is called the uni f icat ion prob lem for V. Define a preorder < (called more  
genera l  than  ) on Ur,,v(a,b) by ~l < trg. iff there is a r 6 Hom(Fv(w),Fv(w)) such 
that tr2 = r o ~,. The homomorphism r corresponds to the substitution (9), and the 
equality corresponds to the equations in (10). Two elements hi, or2 of Un,v(a, b) are 
equiva lent  if each is N to the other. Minimal elements (up to equivalence) of U,~,v(a, b) 
are called most  genera l  unif iers of a and b. The variety V is un i ta ry  if for each Fv (n) 
and each V-unifiable pair of elements a, b from Fv(n) there is a # from U,,v(a, b) such 
that  for every cr 6 Un,v(a, b) we have # _< ~. 
Since this paper is addressed to an audience of computer scientists, perhaps it will 
be useful to try to explain what algebra offers in the study of unification. Of course 
the real justification lies in the results one can obtain. The merits of the algebraic 
approach can be roughly explained as follows: the syntactic approach to unification 
focuses on the local behavior of terms under substitution, whereas the algebraic approach 
(via free algebras) brings in global aspects of how the normal forms of terms relate to 
one another, i.e, the properties of the free algebras. At first glance ~his might not seem 
to be particularly relevant; however our experience has shown this to be a truly powerful 
tool in the classification of unification types. We will use the structure theorem for 
(free) algebras in discriminator varieties to prove that they have unitary unification type. 
Lawrence (1991a,b) has used the occurrence of the Hopf and Sehreier properties in free 
algebras with success - -  for example he uses them to show that groups have infinitary 
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unification type. And Albert and Willard have made significant use of the algebraic 
approach as well. We will use both the syntactic and the algebraic formulations above. 
Now we are ready to prove that indeed every discriminator variety is unitary. This 
offers fascinating possibilities, especially in view of the results of section 6 which show 
that discriminator varieties can be used to reduce all mathematics to equational logic. 
Theorem 3.1 can be viewed as an extension of L6wenheim's reproductive solutions of 
Boolean equations~ and this in turn was clearly inspired by SchrSder's (1890-1902), Vol. 
III, p. 161, beautiful work on the general solution of equations in the algebra of all binary 
relations on a set X. 
In the following let X = {zi : 1 < i < w} and X = {~i : 1 < i < w} be two disjoint 
sets of variables. If p is a term in variables from X let ~ be the term in variables from 
~7 obtained by replacing each zl in p by ~i. 
THEOREM 3.1. (DISCRIMINATOR VARIF, TIES HAVE UNITARY UNIFICATION). 
Le~ V be a discriminator variety wi~h a switching term s(z, y, u, v) on the simple alge- 
bras in V.  Let p(z~, . . . ,  z , ) ,  q(z~, . . . ,  ~:,) be ~wo terms which are V-unifiable, and let 
r~, . . . ,  rn be terms in variables from X such that V satisfies p(r~ . . . .  , rn) ~ q( r l , . . . ,  rn). 
Then the substitution 
9 ~ +- ,(~,, ~, &, ~,) (1 < i < n), 
is a V-unif ier of p and q which is more general than any other V-unifier of p and q. 
PROOF. Let Fv(n) = Fv(z l , . . . ,  z , ) ,  Fv(w) = Fv(X),  and let/~ : Fv(n) --~ Fv(w) be 
defined by 
~(~,) = ~(~, q, ~, h). 
Let ~ be a maximal congruence of Fv(w). Then 
~(~)/~ = s(~, q, ~, rd/~ 
= s(~/~, ~/~, ed~,  ~d~) 
= ~/~ if ~ /~r  ~/~ 
since Fv/~o is simple by Fact 
~(~)/~ = 
Likewise we have 




f p(~l/~,..., e,/~) I p(~l /~, . . . ,  ~,/~) 
{ P (~I , . . ' ,~- ) /~  iS 
= p(~l, . . . ,  e , ) /~ if 
_ J" j s /~ if 
- I p(~,  . . . .  ~ , , ) l v  if 
{ ~/~, if p(~l , . . . ,~ , ) /~ is 
if ~/~ = d~, 
if ~/~ # ~/~ 
~/~ = ~/~ 
~/~ # ~/~ 
~/~ = d~ 
~/~ # d~. 
~/~ = ~7t~ 
~/~ # d~. 
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Consequently b(/~)/!a ---- #(~)lto. 
V-unifier of i0 and q. 
Next let o" E Umv (fi, ~). Then 
By Facts 1.2, 1.3 we see that p(~5) - p(~), so /~ is a 
since . (p)  = .(~).  
~ . (e , )  = ~(~(~, q ,~,~0)  
= s(~(~), #(~), ~(e,) ,  ~(e,)) 
= ~(~,) 
As ~p and ~ agree on the generators ~i of Fv(z l , . . . ,  x,)  it follows 
that o'# = o-, so p is a V-unifier of ~ and q which is more general than any other. 
Consequently V has unitary unification. Now the substitution claimed in the statement 
of the theorem is simply a decoding of #(~i) = s(~, ~, ~i, Fi), plus changing the variables 
on the right-hand side to make them distinct from the variables on the left side to comply 
with the conventions of computer science. [] 
Now let us look at a few examples of unification in discriminator varieties. Obviously 
the potentially difficult aspect is trying to find an initial unifier, which we will represent 
as the sequence ( r l , . . . ,  r , / .  Note that an initial unifier need not have more than one 
variable involved; and if there are constants in the language then we can use ground 
terms for the r~. The method we used to find initial unifiers in the examples below was 
to use trial and error on the collection S1 of one-generated simple algebras in V [or the 
collection So of zero-generated simples if there are constants present) - -  see Theorem 
3.2(b). 
Boolean Alsebras. Find a most general unifier for p = x V (y A z) ~ and q = (x A y) V z. 
~olution: We can choose (rl, ru, r3) = (1, 0, 1). Then a most general unifier ofp and q is 
given by 
u ~- ~(~, i ,~,0)  
z ~- ~(p,~,~, l ) ,  
and thus by 
x ~ :~V~V~ I 
y ~ ~A~ 
Boolean Rings. Find a most general unifier for p = x + y + xy + yz 4- xyz and q = 
xy  + z + xyz. 
Solution: We can choose (rl, r2, r3) = (0, 0, 0). Then a most general unifier ofp and q is 
given by 
~- s(p, i ,  ~,0) 
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and thus by 
u ' -  s (~,q ,9 ,o )  
~ s f f ,  q ,~,o ) ,  
m*' -~ '9  
y ~ ~.9+~' .$ ,+~' .~) .~,  
z ~ ~+f l '~ , .  
z m ~ m-Rings. Find a most general unifier for p = m ~ + y2 and q = 2z 2 + 1. 
Solution: We can choose (rl, r2) = (0, 1). Then a most general unifier ofp and q is given 
by 
~- ~(~, q ,~,o )  
v ,-- ~(~,~,9 ,1 ) ,  
and thus by 
y ~-  (z  - (1 + ~ - 92)"~-~) .  9 + (1 + a2 _ 92).  
n-valued Post algebras. Find a most general unifier for p = x A y~ and q = (x A yY. 
Solution: We can choose (rl, r2) = (1, 0). Then a most general unifier ofp and q is given 
by 
u ~-  s f f ,  q ,9 ,0 ) .  
(This is complicated to expand out in terms of the basic operations.) 
Monadic A!gebras. Find a most general unifier for p = x V c(y) and q = c(m A y). 
Solution: We can choose (rl, r2) = (0, 0). Then a most general unifier ofp and q is given 
by 
9 -- s (~,~,~,o)  
y * -  ~(~,~,9 ,o ) ,  
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and thus by 
x ~ ~Ac(~Ag)  
y *-- t}Ac(~A~). 
Relation A!~.ebras. Find a most general unifier for p = z u o y and q = z A y'. 
Solu.tion: We can choose (rl, r2) = (0, 0}. Then a most general unifier ofp and q is given 
by 
~- s@,~,~,0) 
y ~- s@,q,9,o). 
and thus by 
z +-- [ lo ( :~Uoz)+.~Ag' )o l ] 'A~ 
y * -  [ lo (~Uo~+~Ag' )o l ] 'A~.  
PD[{+, .}] (the pure discriminator variety augmented by two compatible binary opera- 
tions +, .). Find a most general unifier for p = z + (y. y) and q = (y + y) + z. 
Solution: We can choose (rl, r2, rz> = <y + y, y, y .  y). Then a most general unifier of p 
and q is given by 
~ e(~,4 ,~,O+ ~) 
y ~ s(/~,~,~,9), 
~- s@,4 ,~,9 .9 ) .  
Now let us look at the unification problem for such varieties. 
THEOREM 3.2. Let V be a discriminator variety, and let Sn be ~he class of (< n)- 
generated simple algebras in V For any ~erms p(x l , . . . , x . )  and q(zl . . . .  ,~.) in the 
language of V let ~ and q be $he corresponding elements of Fv(n).  Then we have 
(a) u.,v(~,q) # r ~=~ s~ I= ~" '3x .b (~ l  . . . .  ,~.) ~ q(xl , . . . ,x . ) ]  
Fv(1) ~ 3~.. .3~.[p(~1, . . . ,  x.) -~ q(~, . . . ,  ~.)]. 
(b) xi *" ri, 1 < i < n, is a V-unifier ofp and q iff S1 ~ p(rl, . . . .  rn) ~ q(r l , . . . , rn) .  
I f  there are constants in lhe language of V then we also have 
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(a') tr.,v( ,O # r r  So p . . . .  z.)  . . . .  x.)] 
r  Fv(0)  p . . . .  
(b ' )  xi *-" ri, 1 < i < n, where the ri are ground terms, is a V-unifier of p and q iff 
So r.) r.). 
PROOF. (a) Suppose Un,v(/5, ~) 5~ $. Choose ~ 6 t tom(Fv(n) ,  Fv(w))  such that a(/3) = 
r For A 6 S1 choose any r E Hom(Fv (w), A). Then, with ~r" = tr' o or, we have 
~"(~) -- a"(~), so p (o ' " (z l ) , . . . ,~" (zn) )  ~-. q(a"(zl), . . . .  (r"(z,)).  Thus one can solve 
p ~ q in any member of S1. 
Next suppose one can solve p(zl,  9 . . ,  zn) ~, q (xb . . . ,  xn) in any member of $1. Then 
by Fact 1.6 we see that p ~ q can be solved in Fv(1)  as weft. As Fv(1)  embeds into 
Fv(o~) (in any variety) it follows that p ~ q can be solved in Fv(w),  so Un,v(ff, ~) r 0. 
(b) This  is just the argument of part (a) cast in syntactic form. 
Essentially the same proof applies, when constants are present, with $1 replaced by 
So, and Fv(1)  replaced by the initial algebra Fv(0).  9 
COROLLARY 3.3. Let V be discriminator variety such that the decision problem for sa~- 
isfiability of eguations in $1 [So if there are constants present] is solvable, i.e., there is an 
algorithm to determine whether or not any given equalion can be solved in all members 
of Sx [or So]. Then the unification problem for V is decidable. 
PROOF. By Theorem 3.2 two terms p and q are V-unifiable i f fp ~ q is solvable for each 
member of $1 [or So]. 9 
As a special case of the above corollary we have: 
COROLLARY 3.4. Let V be discriminator variety such that $1 [So if there are constants 
present] has only finitely many algebras in it, all of which are finite, and the number of 
function symbols is finite. Then the unification problem for V is decidable. (This applies 
to Examples 1-9 from section P.) 
Let us look at some examples. 
Boolean Algebras. Terms p and q are unifiable iff the equation p ~ q has a solution in 
the 2-element Boolean algebra. 
Boolean R.in~;s. Terms p and q are unifiable iff the equation t9 ~ q has a solution in the 
2-element Boolean ring. 
x 'n ~ z-Rings. Terms p and q are unifiable iff the equation p ~ q has a solution in the 
t)rime fields Zn for primes n such that n - 1]m - 1. 
n-valued Post  algebras. Terms p and q are unifiable iff the equation p ~ q has a solution 
in the Post algebra Pn. 
Monadic Algebras. Terms p and q are unifiable iff the equation p ~ q has a solution in 
the 2-element monadic algebra. 
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Relation Algebras. Terms p and q are unifiable iff the equation p ~ q has a solution in 
tlle relation algebras with at most 4 elements. 
So far we have looked at unifying a single pair of terms (p, q). One can generalize 
the results of this section to the simultaneous unification of several pairs of terms. Let 
H = {(Pl, q l ) , . . . ,  {Pk, qk)} be k pairs of terms in the variables ~1, . . . ,  Zn. A substitution 
is a V-unifier of 1I if it is a V-unifier of each pair (p~, qi) in H. Then we can speak of 
more general and most general V-unifiers of II. We say that V has unitary generalized 
unification if each V-unifiable H has a most general V-unifier which is more general than 
all V-unifiers of H. 
With the help of the next lemma we can show discriminator varieties have unitary 
generalized unification. As we have seen, the first powerful property of discriminator 
varieties is the "Boolean product of simples" structure theorem which allows us to switch 
the study of unification to the simple algebras - -  indeed this is how we discovered the 
most general unifier. The next remarkable property of discriminator varieties is the fact 
that when working with nontrivial simple algebras we can replace quantifier-free formulas 
by equations. This is a big part of the secret in section 5 of reducing first-order logic to 
equational logic via discriminator varieties. 
LEMMA 3.5. s V be a discriminator variety, let Vs be the class of simple algebras in 
V, and let V + be the class of nontrivial (i.e., the universe has more than one element) 
simple algebras in V. Then we have the following reductions on quantifier-free formulas: 
vs ~ ~yv ,~v~s( ,~,y , ,~ ,v )~ (14) 
Vs k ~r  (15) 
Vs ~ x~yAu~v*-*t(x,y,u)~t(y,x,v) (16) 
Vs ~ ~r yv,~r162 (17) 
VS k x~ityVu~v~s(x,Y,U,V)~v (19) 
v+ I= ~,r y ~ v,.,vv s(x, y, u, v) ~ v. (20) 
PROOF. Let us verify the first reduction (14). Suppose S E Vs. Then we ask for the 
precise conditions on a, b, c, d which ensure 
s(a, b, c, d) = c (21) 
holds in S. From the definition (2) of the switching function, and since 8 is a switching 
function on the members of Vs, we see that i fa = b then (21) becomes c = c, and i fa  5s b 
then (21) becomes d - c. We can sum this up by saying that s(a, b, c, d) -- c holds in S 
iff a = b or e = d. 
One can give a similar argument for all of the reductions except he last, (20), which 
we look at now We want to know, given S e Vs +, precisely when VuVv s(a, b, u, v) ~ v 
holds in S. If a = b then, using (2), this statement becomes VuVv (u ~ v), i.e., S is a 
trivial algebra. But since algebras in Vs + are nontrivial, this possibility cannot occur. 
Next we consider the case that a 5s b. Then the statement becomes VuVv (v ~ v), which 
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is always true. We can sum this up by saying that VuVv s(a, b, u, v) ~ v holds in S iff 
aC b. [] 
THEOREM 3.6. Le~ V be a discriminator variety. Then V has unitary generalized unifi- 
cation. 
PROOF. Let II = {(Pl, ql) , . . . ,  (P~, qt)) be given. Then, making repeated use of(16) in 
Lemma 3.5, we see that the open formula pl "~ qlA. 9 .Apk ~ qt is equivalent on Vg + to an 
open formula of the formp ~ q. Then using Fact 1.5 we see that II and the pair (p, q) have 
the same V-unifiers. Thus, by Theorem 3.1, V has unitary generalized unification. [] 
The generalized unification problem for a variety V, formulated in algebraic terms, 
is to determine whether or not any given finite set of (quantifier-free) quations Pl ~ qi 
(1 < i < n) can be simultaneously solved in Fv(w). 
COROLLARY 3.7. Let V be discriminator varidy such that the decision problem for sat. 
isfiabili~y of equations in $1 [So if there are constants presentJ is solvable, i.e., there is an 
algorithm to determine whether or not any given equation can be solved in all members 
of Sx [or So]. Then the generalized unification problem for V is decidable. 
PROOF. The conversion of a finite set of equations to a single equation given in the proof 
of Theorem 3.6 is effective, so we can use Corollary 3.3. 9 
And from this we have the following specialization. 
COROLLARY 3.8. Zet V be discriminatar variety such that $1 [So if there are constants 
present] has only finitely many algebras in it, all of which are finite, and the number of 
function symbols is finite. Then the generalized unification problem for V is decidable. 
(This applies to Examples 1-9 from section 2.) 
A variety V is trivialifit satisfies VxVy(x ~ y), i.e.~ the only algebras in V are trivial. 
TrlEOR~,M 3.9. Let V be a nontrivial discriminator variety satisfying the hypotheses of 
Corollary 3.8 and such that there are two ground terms a, b which are distinct in every 
nontrivial algebra in V. Then the generalized unification problem for V is NP-complete. 
(This applies to Examples 1-5 and 7-9 from section 2.) 
PROOF. It is well-known that 3-SAT, the problem of determining the satisfiability of 
a finite number of propositional clauses, each clause involving exactly three distinct 
literals, is NP-complete (see Garey & Johnson (1979)). We will show how to convert, in 
polynomial time, such a set C of propositional c auses into a set of equations E such that 
C is satisfiable iff E is V-unifiable. 
Suppose C involves the propositional variables P1,. . . ,  Pn. Then replace ach Pi by 
the formula Xl ~ yi to obtain a set of quantifier-free clauses 6 "~, where each clause is in 
one of the four forms: 
(~, ~ y,) v (~j ~ yj) v (~k "~ y~) 
~(x, ~ ~) v -(~j ~ y~) v (~k ~ ~) 
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We claim that C is satisfiable in the propositional calculus iff 5'* is satisfiable in V + . 
For take an assignment of truth values that satisfies C and let S E V +.  If a given P~ is 
assigned true then use the assignment 
~i  +-- a 
Yl *-a;  
else use the assignment 
x i  +-- a 
y~ ~b.  
This assignment for 1 < i < n will clearly make g* true in S since the ground terms a, b 
are distinct in S. 
Conversely suppose 5"* is satisfiable in V +.  Then take a particular assignment of the 
variables to values in some S E Vs + so that 5'* holds, and then assign P~ the value "true" 
iff xl and yt are assigned the same value in $. This shows C is satisfiable. 
Before continuing note that since we have the two terms a and b which are distinct 
in Vs + we can replace (20) in Lemma 3.5 by 
Vs + ~ ~ ~ y ~ s(~, y, a, b) ~ b. (26) 
Now we apply the reductions of Lemma 3.5, replacing (20) by (26), to the four possible 
clauses (22)-(25) above to obtain the following possibilities: 
s(s(~,  u~, ~,  uj), x~, ~k, u~) ~ ~ (27) 
s(s(x~, y~, ~,  us), y~, ~k, y~) ~ ~k (28) 
s(t(~, y~, ~) ,  t(y~, ~,, y~), ~ ,  y~) ~ y~ (29) 
~(t( t (~,y~,~, j ) , t (y~,x~,y~) ,~) , t ( t (y , ,~,y j ) , t (~,y~,~j ) ,y~) ,~,b)   ~. (30) 
Let the resulting set of (quantifier-free) quations be r and observe from the above 
set of equations (27)-(30) that indeed there is a linear bound on the size of 5** in terms 
of the size of ~. 
From Lemma 3.5 we see that 5'** is satisfiable in V + iff 5"* is satisfiable in Vs + , and 
hence iff g is satisfiable in the propositional calculus. Now C ~ is satisfiable in Vs + iff it 
is satisfiable in every member of V by Fact 1.4 and by noting that it is satisfiable in a 
trivial algebra. Thus C is satisfiable implies 5** is satisfiable in Fv (w), and hence it is 
V-unifiable. For the converse, if 5** is V-unifiable then it is satisfiable in Fv(w), and 
hence in some member of Vs + by Facts 1.4 and 1.5. But we have already argued that 
this happens iff ~ is satisfiable. Thus C is satisfiable in the propositional calculus iff 5** 
is V-unifiable. 
From the NP-completeness of 3-SAT we now see that the generalized unification prob- 
lem for V must be NP-hard. However the generalized unification problem for V is in 
NP since, given any finite set of quantifier-free equations, we can verify in polynomial 
t ime whether a particular assignment of values in a member of S~ [or So] satisfies the 
equations; and there are only finitely many algebras in S~ [or So] by assumption. Thus 
the generalized unification problem for V is actually NP-complete. [] 
R.EMARK. We originally thought we could prove the generalized unification problem to 
be NP-complete under the hypotheses of Corollary 3.8, that is, without the requirement 
that  there be two ground terms a, b which are distinct on the nontrivial algebras in V. 
The referee found our argument dubious, and indeed it seems necessary to add some 
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extra condition such as that on the ground terms - -  but we have no proof that extra 
conditions are necessary. 
REMAR.K. We do not know if the unification problem (for single equations) is NP- 
complete under the hypotheses of Theorem 3.9 - -  it is clearly in NP. If we try to use 
the same argument and collapse the system of equations C~ to a single equation using 
Lemma 3.5 the size seems to explode in general. 
4. A Review of  Equat iona l  Logic 
Systems of equations pi(z) ~ qi(x) are commonly used with two distinct meanings: 
the first is the system of universally quantified sentences Vgpi(g) ~ q~(g), which is the 
meaning in this section; and the second is the quantifier-free formula Ai pi(g) ~- qi(~) 
which we used in the algebraic discussion of unification when we spoke of solving a system 
of equations. Hopefully the context makes it clear which meaning is intended. 
Garrett Birkhoff introduced equational logic in 1935. He showed that five easy rules 
of inference which everyone l arns in high school give a complete set of rules for deriving 
equations. We would like to suggest hat equational logic is an appropriate place to focus 
attention because of its simplicity, its well-developed model theory (universal algebra), 
the wealth of decidability results that are known, and the expressiveness of equations. 
BIRKHOFF~S RULES OF INFERENCE FOR EQUATIONAL LOGIC 
P~ULE NAME 
Reflexive p~p 
P ~ q Symmetric 
q~p 
p ~ q, q ~ r Transitive 
p~r  
p ( t t , . . . ,  t.) ~ q(il ,  . . . .  t.) Substitution 
P ~ q Replacement ....... . .p . . . )  
' EXAMPLE 
X2 ,.~ ~g2 
X ~-~ X 2 
Z2 ,~ Z 
m~x+z 
xy ~ yx 
zy  ~ yx  
xy  + zy  ~ xy  + yx 
A proof of an equation E from a set of equations ~, is a finite sequence of equations 
E l , . . . ,  E ,  such that each Ei 
1. is an ax iom from ~, or 
2. is the result of apply ing one of the  rules of  inference to some members of 
E1 , . . . ,E i -1 ;  and 
3. En is the equation E. 
Birkhoff's rules can be used to prove that one can view a set of equations ~ as a set 
of two way rewr i te  rules in order to obtain all equational consequences of ~. Thus to 
show that p ~ q follows from 2 one can start with p and apply rewrite rules: 
p~pl~ ' "~pn~q.  
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From the computational point of view it is valuable to take the symmetry into consider- 
ation and start from both p and q. 
For a simple example let ~2 be the three popular equations defining groups: 
(I) ~. (y. ~) . (~. y). z 
(2) z .  1 ~ x 
(3) z .z -1  ~ 1 
The following is a proof of 1 9 :e ~ x, using the 
1 1.m --+ 1-(re. l )  
2 ~ 1- (x .  (x-1.  (z-1)- l))  
3 -~ 1 . ! (~.~-1) . (~-1) -~)  
4 -~ 1 . (1 . (~-1) -~)  
5 --~ (I. i). (m-1)-~ 
6 --+ 1.(z-1) -1 
7 -~ (z .  x -1) . ( z -1) -1  
8 _~ ~. ( , -1 . (~-1) -1 )  
9 --* z .1  
10 --+ x 











The KNUTH-BENDIX Completion Procedure attempts to convert a set of equations 
into (one-way) rewrite rules which can be used to find normal forms for terms. One of the 
first and best known applications was to groups, resulting in the following 10 rewrite rules: 
1.z  --* a 1-1 --~ 1 
X-- I"• -'~ 1 (z- i )  -1 ~ x 
(~ .y ) . z  -+ ~. (y .~)  ~- l . (~ .y )  _ .  y 
z .1  -+ z x . (x  -1 ,y )  --~ y 
x .z  -1 --+ 1 (x ,y ) - i  ~ y - l . x -1  
This brief glance at equational logic will suffice for our immediate purposes. However 
for a more accurate picture of the breadth of the subject see McNulty (1989) and Taylor 
(1979); and for the Knuth-Bendix algorithm see Dershowit~ (1989). 
5. Reducing First-Order Logic to Equational Logic. 
Much recent work in computer science has been focused on reducing first-order logic 
to two-sorted rewrite systems and equational logic, the first sort referring to the original 
first-order language, and the second sort to Boolean connectives (see the comments at 
the end of section 6). In this section we show how one can reduce first-order logic with 
equality to the traditional one-sorted equational logic. At this point we do not know that 
this will offer computational dvantages, but the possibility is too good to ignore given 
the simplicity of the reduction. 
We start by considering a first-order language s One of the fundamental chieve- 
ments of GSdel was to show that the semantic notion E ~ ~, could be captured by a 
syntactic notion ~ k- c,. In computer science, however, there has been a strong preference 
for simpler syntactic systems, in particular systems that avoid having to manipulate 
quantifiers. The usual procedure is to observe that E ~ cr holds iff E U {-~'} is not 
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satisfiable. For r a sentence let r*  denote its Skolemized form. Then ~ U {-~a} is not 
satisfiable iff ]E* U {('-a)*} is not satisfiable, where ]E* is the set of Skolemized forms 
of sentences in ~] (of course one chooses new Skolem functions for every sentence to be 
Skolemized). This reduces the syntactic level to universally quantified sentences. Such 
sentences are easily expressed as conjunctions of clauses (i.e., universally quantified is- 
junct ions of  atomic and/or  negated atomic formulas), so we have ~ ~ ~ iff a certain 
set of  clauses is not satisfiable. Robinson's resolution rule is complete for unsatisfiable 
sets of  clauses (i.e., one can always derive the empty clause), provided one does not have 
equal i ty in the language. If equality is present hen other rules, such as paramodulation, 
must  be introduced. 
We will also use the reduction to clauses. But after this the approach via discriminator 
varieties is radically different from other approaches in the literature. Let us examine 
this crucial difference in more detail. 
LEMMA 5.1. Let V be a discriminator variety. Then for V + we see that every quantifier 
free formula is equivalent to a formula of the form p ~ q or of ~he form VuVvp ~ q. 
Consequently universally quantified statements, in particular clauses~ are equivalen~ o 
(universally quantified) equations in V +. 
PROOF. Given a quantifier-free formula, repeatedly apply any of the reductions in Lemma 
3.5 except for the last one until one has obtained an equivalent quantifier-free formula of 
the form pt ~ qp or p~ ~ q~. In the former case we have a quantifier free reduced form; in 
the latter case apply the last reduction of Lemma 3.5 to obtain VuVv s(p I, ql u, v) ~ v. 
[] 
Now we give the detailed steps (which are a slight variation of the analysis of axioms 
for discriminator varieties due to McKenzie (1975)) to derive a set of equations which 
can be used to analyze ~ ~ cr when we are working with a first-order language with 
equality. [We remark that for this and the next section, finitely generated iscriminator 
varieties, such as examples 1-5, are of lesser importance. The major applications depend 
on having a discriminator variety with infinite simple members, such as examples 6-10]. 
The  reader should keep in mind that we are motivated by trying to carry out the 
reduct ion so it works on the simple algebras in a discriminator variety (ST~PS 1--6); 
then  we want to make sure that the equations o obtained do not spoil the original 
discr iminator variety - -  this is achieved by the compatibil ity equations (STEP 7). 
THE MCKENZII~ REDUCTION TO EQUATIONS 
GIVEN: A set ~] of first-order sentences, and ~r, a first order sentence. 
STEP 1: Choose a discriminator variety V such that the generalized spectrumt of ~ is 
a subset of the generalized spectrum of V. Choose a discriminator term ~(x, y, z) and a 
switching term s(~, y, u, v) for the simple algebras in V. 
STEP 2: Put  all sentences in ~ U {-~} in prenex form. 
tThe spectrum of a set of sentences, orof a class defined by such, is the set of sizes of the finite models. 
The generalized spectrum includes the sizes of the infinite models as well. 
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STEP 3: Skolemize the set of sentences from STEP 2. 
STEP 3': (optional) Break the sentences from STEP 3 into clauses. 
STEP 4: Replace all atomic subformulas in the universal sentences resulting from STEP 
3 (or STEP 3') of the form r( t l , . . . ,  t,), r a relation symbol, by f r ( t l , . . . ,  in) ~ ~1. [fr 
is a new function symbol corresponding to r ~ this approach to encoding relations as 
functions can be found in Ackermann (1954), page 98.] 
STEP 5: Use the following reductions (along with the cornmutativity of the connectives 
A and V) to replace ach of the universal sentences obtained in STEP 4 by a sentence of 
the form Vzl.- .Vx,(p ~ q), or of the form VXl--.Vzr~(p~ q): 
z ~ v V u ~ v ~ s(~, V, u, v) ~ u 
z ,~ y^u~r  v - - - ,  s (z ,y ,u ,v )~r  u 
*q  vVu~v ~ s (x ,V ,u ,v )~v.  
STEP 6. Replace each ,of the sentences resulting from STEP 5 which are of the form 
W,. . .  W,  (p 0 q) by VuVvW~. 9 9 W~ s(p, q, ~, v) ~ v. 
Let t~edv(~, or) be the set of equations resulting from steps 1-6 applied to ~2 and ~r. 
STEP 7. Let Jr be the set of function symbols occurring in Redv (~, or) which do not 
already appear in V, and let Ax(V[J:]) be a set of equational axioms Ax(V) for V plus 
the following compatibility aziom for each n-ary function symbol f in Jr: 
~(u, v, f (x l ,  9 9 Xn)) ~ ~(u, v, f(t(u, v, :rl), ..., t(u, v, zn))). 
Now we are ready for the key result of this section. 
THEOREM 5.2. 52. ~/ r  iff 
(a) one-elemen~ models o f t  are models of r and 
(b) A~(V[~) u _~edv(~, o) I= V,,,Vv(x ~ v). 
l f~  has no one-element models, then we can drop condition (a). 
PI~OOF. The technical details are in the Appendix; we will make a few comments here. We 
have simply taken a standard reduction (ST]~PS 1-4) of ~ ~ o" to a set of unsatisfiable 
universal sentences and meshed this with McKenzie's analysis of satisfiability in the 
simple algebras of a discriminator variety. Steps 5 and 6 are rather straightforward (and 
were also used by Burris & Werner (1979) in the analysis of existentially closed members 
of discriminator varieties). The striking insight of McKenzie is STEP 7 which ensures 
that we still have a discriminator variety, the simple algebras in Redv(~, ~) U Ax(V[Jr]) 
are just expansions of the simple algebras from V, and t is still a discriminator term for 
the simple algebras. Then, for the nontrivial simple algebras, P~edv(~, a) is an encoding 
of ~ U {'-~}. Thus, in view of STEP 1, the set of statements ~ U {~cr} has a model of 
size ~ if[ Ax(V[:F]) U Kedv (~, ~) has a simple model of size ~, for ~ > 1. 9 
A simple example will be used to illustrate the basic steps. Let ~ be the following 
set of first-order sentences: 
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ar  
Vz(x ~ a V x ~ b) 
Vz3v ~(x, y), 
and let ~, be the sentence 
Vv3z r( x, v) 
S'rEP 1. 
From the first two sentences we see that the only possible models o f~ are two-element 
models, so we could choose any of the discriminator varieties from our examples which 
has a two-element algebra in it. One can always use the Pure Discriminator variety when 
carrying out the MeKenzie reduction, so let us use it for this example. 
ST~P 2. 
The sentences of ~ are in prenex form, and -~o" in prenex form is 3yYz -~r(x, y). 
STEP 3. 
Skolemizing the sentences from STEP 2 (and then omit writing the universal quan~i- 
tiers, as is customary) gives: 
a~b 
z~aVz~b 
[r(~, v) ^ r(~, z)] -~ v - 
r (~ ,g(x ) )  
STEP 4. 




[ f (~,  v) - ~ ^  f (~ ,  ~) ~ ~] -+ v ~ 
[1(~, ~) ~ ~ ^  f (v ,  ~) ~ v] -~ ~ ~ v 
f(x,  g(a~)) ~ a: 
f(~, ~) ~ ~. 
STEP 5. 
Now we eliminate the binary propositional connectives: 
a~b 
s(x, a, ~, b) ~ 
s(t(f(x,  y), x, f(x, z)), t(x, f(x,  y), x), y, z) ~. z 
s(t(f(x,  z), x, f(y, z)), t(x, f(x, z), y), x, y) ~ y 
f(ar, c) ~ x. 
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~TEP ~. 
This step eliminates negation and gives Redv(E, e): 
s(a,b,u,v) ~ v 
s(x,a,x,b) ~ x 
s(t(f(x, y),x, f (x,  z)), t(z, f(x,  y), x), y, z) ~ z 
s(t(f(~, ~), ~, f(v, ~) , t(~, f(~, ~), v),~, v) ~ v 
f(x, g(x)) ~ X 
s(f(., e), , ,  ~, , ) .  ~. 
= {f, g}, so our final set of equations i Ax(V[~"]) U l:tedv(E, ~): 
Ax(V[Y]) consists off 
t(x,x,y) ~ y (31) 
t (x ,v , . )  ~ * (32) 
t(x,y,y) ~ x (33) 
t (z , t (x ,y ,z) ,y)  ~ Y (34) 
t(u, v, t(x, y, z)) ~ t(u, v, t(t(u, v, z), t(u, v, y), t(u, v, z))) (35) 
(compatibility axioms for f,g:) 
t(u, v, f(x,  y)) ~ t(u, v, f(t(u, v, z), t(u, v, y))) (36) 
~(~, ~, g(x)) ~ i(~, v, g(~(~, ~, ~))) (37) 
Redv(E, or) consists of: 
s(a,b,u,v) ~ v (38) 
~(~, a,~, b) ~ 9 (39) 
,(t(y(~, y),~, y(x, z)), t(x, y(x, v), ~), y, z) - z (40) 
s('t(f(x, z), x, f(y, z)), t(x, f(x, z), y), g, y) ~-, y (41) 
f(x,g(x)) '~ x (42) 
s( f (x,c) ,x ,u,v)  ~ v. (43) 
E has no 1-element models (as a # b), so the claim is now that E t- ~r holds iff the 
equations 31-43 lead to the equation x ~ y, which is indeed the case. We do not 
recommend that you try this by hand unless you have a good understanding of how the 
encoding into discriminator varieties works. However we will give a trivial example that 
can easily be done by hand, and which draws on the above steps. 
Let E be empty, and let ~ be Vx (r(z)V-~r(x)). Then, again using the Pure Dis- 
criminator variety, and carrying through the steps we arrive at equations (31)-(35), the 
compatibility equation (37), and the ncoding of--a: 
t(~,~,y) ~ y (44) 
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~( . ,y , . )  ~ 9 (45) 
,(,~,y,y) .~ 9 (4~) 
, ( . ,  t ( . ,  y, ~), y) ~ y (47) 
t(~, ~, ~(~, y, ~)) ~ ~(., ~,t(~(u, ~, ~), t(u, ~, y),~(~, ~, ~))) (48) 
t(u, v, g(x)) ~ t(u, v, g(t(u, v, x))) (49) 
~(s(g(c),~,g(~),~),~,~,~)  ~,. (50) 
To show the original r is valid we need to show that it holds on one-element s ructures, 
which it does, and that the equation x ~ y follows from the above seven equations, which 
we now demonstrate: 
~(g(~), ~, g(~), ~) ~ t(t(g(~), ~, g(e)), *(g(~), ~, c), ~) 
~(g(~), g(c), ~) 
~c 
Thus from (50) and the previous result we have 
by (3) 
by (45) and (46) 
by (44). 
s(c, c, u, v) ,~ v. (51) 
Now 
s(e, e, u, v) ~ t(t(e, e, u), t(e, e, v), v) by (3) 
t(u, v, v) by (44) 
u by (46). 
Combining this with (51) gives u ~ v, or equivalently, the desired x ~ y since we are 
dealing with universally quantified equations. 9 
Returning to our general investigations, if the terms t(x, y, z) or s(x, y, u, v) have 
repeat occurrences of  variables then there is a likelihood of an explosion in the size of the 
reduction of a quantifier-free formula to an equation. One can avoid this by simply adding 
a new ternary function symbol t and a new 4-dry function symbol s to the language, and 
adding two equations which say they are equal to the appropriate terms. 
Next we look at some further reductions one can carry out - -  they are likely only of 
theoretical significance. If E is finite and Ax(V) is finite then one could make reductions 
as follows: 
Let hx( r [~)  v rted(~, ~) = {p, ~ q, : 1 < i < n}. Let M(~, y, z) = t(~, t(x, y, z), z). 
ST~P 8: Let y be a variable not appearing in the above list of n equations p~ ~ qi. Then 
let st = t(p~, q~, y) (1 < i < .). 
! ! STI~P 9: Let Y l , . . . ,Yn -1  be new variables, and let s~ = 81, s~+1 = M(si,  Si+l,yt )
( l< i<n- -1 ) .  
ST~.P 10: Let p -- M(M(x ,  g, y), u, M(M(a ,  V, V), Sn_l, z)), where z, u are new variables. 
THEOREM 5.3. E ~ e holds iff 
(a)  one-elemen~ models o re  are models of ~, and 
(b) v (p~ ~) I = wv~(~ ~ y), 
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where V (p ~ y) means all variables in p ~ y are universally quantified. 
PROOF. For the justification of the steps 8-10 see McKenzie (1975) and Padmanabhan 
(1977). 9 
6. l~educlng Mathematics to Equational Logic 
In 1925 von Neumann was able to give a finile first-order axiomatization f set theory 
by introducing classes as well as sets. This was refined later by Bernays, and then 
G6del used a slight modification of Bernays axioms in his 1940 study of the continuum 
hypothesis. Set theory is sufficiently powerful to encode all of mathematics, o if we 
combine set theory with GSdel's completeness theorem (for the first-order logic), proved 
in 1930, we see that we have a first-order system in which every mathematical f ct can 
be routinely encoded; and such a fact can be proved with our current mathematical tools 
iff its encoded form can be proved in this set theory using the rules of first-order logic. 
Below we list the finitely many axioms of this set theory. 
VON NEUMAN-BERNAYS-GODEL AXIOMS FOR, SET THEORY 
This is a list of first-order axioms for set theory with a single binary predicate symbol 
E. The basic idea is to work with classes (which can be very big), and sets (which are 
those classes which stand in the relation 9 to some class). In the following all variables 
in lower case are to be relativized to sets, e.g., replace Vx by Vx(set(x) -% and replace 
3x by 3x(set(x)A. 
DEFINITIONS 
set(X) =: 3YX 9  
{x, y) =: the unique z in Axiom 2 below 
{~} =: {x,x} 
(~,v) =: {{~}, {~,y}} 
~(x) =: Vu.-,u 9 
sep(x, y) =: vu ~(~ e x ^ ~ 9 y) 
~C_y =: Vz(zex- - *zey)  
xCy  =: xCyAx~y 
1. Vu(u~X*-+uEY) - - ,X~Y 
2. VxYy~z(uEz~u~Vu~V)  
3. szwvv  (<~, v) e E ~ ~ e v) 
4. VAVB3CVu (u E C ~ u e A A u e B) 
5. VA3BVu (u 9 B ~ -,u 9 A) 
6. VA3BVz (z 9 B ,-+ 3y((y, x) 9 A)) 











VA3BVxVy ((y, x) e B 
VA3BWVy ((~, y) ~ B 
VA3BWV~W ((~, y, ~/ 
MA3BVxVyVz ( (x, y, z) 
BA [-~$(A) A Ms (~ e A 
,--* x e A) 
~+ <y, ~) e A) 
e B ~ (v,z ,x)  e A) 
e B ~ (x ,z ,y)  eA)  
-~ By (v e A ^ x c y))] 
VxByVuVv (u e v A v e ~ --* u e y) 
Vx3yVu (u c_ x --+ u e y) 
VxVA [Un(A) --} ByVu (u e y *-+ ~v (v e x A (u, v) e A))] 
-~$(A) --* 3u (u e A A sep(u, A)) 
BA [Un(A) A Vx(-~r --+ By(y e x A (y,~) e g))]. 
If we let Z~ be the above set of axioms then we can take any mathematical assertion 
and encode it as a sentence r in the language of set theory~ and then use the results of 
the previous section to reduce the assertion ~ ~ ~ to an equivalent assertion about a 
finite set of equations implying ~ ~ y. Thus we have our final reduction of mathematics 
to equational logic. 
ALTERNATE REDUCTIONS OF FIRST-ORDER LOGIC 
In Tarski & Givant (1987) one has a reduction of first-order Zermelo-Fraenkel set 
theory to traditional (one-sorted) equational logic by using a sophisticated encoding into 
the equational logic of relation algebras. The reduction presented here seems to be rather 
more transparent. 
Dershowitz & Hsiang (1983) showed how to work with clauses as two-sorted ~erms, one 
sort referring to the original first-order predicates and operations, the other to Boolean 
operations (including Boolean ring operations). The thrust of their work was to introduce 
term rewrite rules for these two-sorted terms for refutational theorem proving --  the 
most popular versions use the Boolean rewrite rules of Hsiang (1985); see, e.g., the 
complete system in Bachmair k Dershowitz (1987). However admitting equality (~) 
created problems. Hsiang (1985) proposed a rewrite system, but it is not known to be 
complete when working with equality. However Hsiang (1987) presents a complete set 
of rewrite rules for refutational theorem proving using two-sorted terms with equality 
present. 
Paul (1985), following Dershowitz & Hsiang, gave a Birkhoff-style completeness the- 
orem for an equational version of the two-sorted terms without equality; and succeeded 
in doing the same for restricted cases with equality, 
The McKenzie reduction of first-order logic with equality to one-sorted equational 
logic has, in full generality, a completeness theorem (Theorem 5.2) based on Birkhoff's 
completeness theorem. However we have not yet determined the efficiency with which 
this result can be used, nor do we have any meaningful comparisons with the alternatives 
above. 
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CONCLUDING REMARKS 
First a few comments on the foundations of mathematics. In 1935 and 1944 Birkhoff 
proved two fundamental results in universal algebra: (1) the completeness of the five rules 
of inference, and (2) every algebra is isomorphic to a subdirect product of subdirectly 
irreducible algebras. These basic results of Birkhoff are the tools needed to show that  
the first-order notion of E ~ a has an equivalent syntactic version in equational logic 
(as in section 5). From this one can easily derive the compactness theorem of first-order 
logic. In this sense universal algebra could be taken as a foundation for first-order logic. 
There is of course an interesting parallel with the LSwenheim-Skolem-Herbrand al- 
ysis of first-order logic. Given a first-order sentence a they showed how to generate a
list of ground formulas ~1,... such that ~ ~ holds iff some ~oi is not satisfiable (see, 
e.g., Mostowski (1965)). The reduction we have described in this section would take 
a sentence ~o and produce a finite set of equations e l , . . . ,  en such that ~ ~ holds iff 
el, 9 9 9 en t- x ~ y, where we take the ~- to be derivation in equational logic. By appro- 
priately introducing constants 0,1 into the discriminator variety V one can show that 
el,. 9 9 sn ~- x ~ y iff el , . . . ,  s ,  t- 0 ~ 1 iff some ground instances of el, 9 9 9 ~ ea suffice to 
derive 0 ~ 1. This version would seem to be more in the spirit of their work. 
From a theoretical point of view one could even handle all of mathematics as a finite 
string rewrite system. To see this just note that the consequences of von Neumann- 
Bernays-GSdel set theory form a recursively enumerable set of statements. Thus there 
is a Tur ing machine which, given a sentence in the language of this set theory, halts 
iff that  sentence is a theorem. A Taring machine can be easily converted to a finite 
string rewrite system (and hence, if one wishes, to a finite unary term rewrite system). 
Thus some finite string rewrite system encompasses all of mathematics. However one 
would natural ly design such a Turing machine around a sweep out search for a proof, 
and consequently the string rewrite system would be computationally disastrous. (With 
McKenzie's reduction to equations we have not yet committed ourselves to a strategy for 
finding an equational proof!) 
Since we see that even the simplest formal systems are adequate to capture the whole 
of mathematics,  we return to the fundamental question: which ones can be profitably 
exploited? The study of equations is of fundamental importance to mathematics, and as 
we have seen, a better understanding of how to carry out derivations in equational logic 
could have strong implications for automated theorem proving in all areas of mathemat-  
ics. 
7. Append ix :  The  Completeness  Theorem 
We will give the detailed proof of Theorem 5.2, based on McKenzie (1975). First we 
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To see this just verify that the above equations hold on the simple algebras in V, using 
(1), and then use the fact that the simple algebras of V generate V, so the equations 
must hold on V as well. 
Also we have the compatibility equations 
~(u, v, f (x l , . . .  , x ,))  -- ~(u, v, f($(u, v, x l ) , . . . ,  ~(u, v, xn))) (56) 
for all the function symbols occurring in Ax(V[:F]) U l ledv (I], a) - -  for a function symbol 
not in V we know (56) is one of our equations by STEP 7; and for a function symbol in 
V the equation (56) holds because it is a consequence of Ax(V) (to see this again use (1) 
to show that it holds on the simple models of V, and hence on all models of V). 
CLAIM 7.1. For A ~ Ax(V[.T]) U Kedv(E, ~) and for a,b 6 A, 
OA(a ,b  ) = {(c, d) 6 A x A:  t (a,b,c)  = t (a ,b ,d)},  (57) 
that is, the principal congruence OA(a, b) of A generated by the pair (a, b) is very 
simply described by an equation involving the term t. (This is precisely where we need 
the mysterious compatibility condition.) 
PROOF. 
(i) The right-hand side of (57) is clearly an equivalence relation. 
(il) For <ci, d~/, 1 < i <: n, in the right-hand side of (57) and for f any n-ary function 
symbol in our language we have 
~(a, b , / ( c l , . . . ,  ~,)) = ~(a, b, f(~(a, b, c l ) , . . . ,  ~(a, b, c,))) by (55) 
= t(a, b, f(~(a, b, dO, . . . ,  ~(a, b, d,))) as ~(a, b, c~) = ~(a, b,, 
= t(a, b, f (d l , . . . ,  d,))  by (56). 
Thus (f(c'), f(d~> is also in the right-hand side of (57). 
Items (i) and (ii) show that the right-hand side of (57) is a congruence on A. 
(iii) Since t(a, b, a) -- a -" t(a, b, b) by (53) and (54) it follows that (a, b) is in the right- 
hand side of (57). As eA(a  , b) is the smallest congruence to which (a, b) belongs 
we must have CA(a,  b) C {(c, d) q A • A:  t(a, b, c) = t(a, b, d)}. 
(iv) Now suppose (c, d) is in the right-hand side of (57). Then we have t(a, b, c) = 
t(a, b, d). Let a t, b', c ', d j be the elements corresponding to a, b, c, d in the quotient 
algebra A /OA(a  , b). Then a' --- b ~, and in the quotient algebra we have t(a', b', c') = 
t(a' ,  b', d'), so t(a', a', c') - t(a', a', d'). Now we can use (52) to conclude c' - d', 
and thus (c, d> 6 0A(a, b). Consequently CA(a, b) _o {(c, d) e A • A: ~(a, b, c) = 
t(a, b, d)}, so the claim is proved. [] 
CLAIM 7.2. The term t(x, y, z) defines a discriminator function on the subdirectly irre- 
ducible algebras in the variety defined by 
hx(V[J:]) t) Redv (~, q). (58) 
This guarantees that (58) defines a discriminator variety and t(x, y, z) is a discriminator 
term on the simples of this variety. 
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PROOF. Let A be a nontrivial subdirectly irreducible model of (58). Choose a, b such 
that OA(a, b) is the monolith of A, i.e., the smallest non-identity congruence. For c E A, 
if t (a ,b,c)  r a then O(a,b) C_ OA(a , t (a ,b ,c ) )  so (a,b) e @A(a , t (a ,b ,c ) ) ,  and thus by 
Claim 7.1 the pair (a, b) satisfy a simple equation, namely 
From (53) we have 
and from (55) we have 
~(a , t (a ,b ,c ) ,a ) - -a  
(59) 
(60) 
t(a, b, c), b) = b 
so combining (59),(60) and (61) we have a - b; but this is a contradiction. Thus 
t(a, b, c) -- a. (62) 
But then t(a, b, c) = t(a, b, d) = a for all c, d E A, and then by Claim 7.1 we see that 
CA(a, b) = A • A. This says that the monolith is the largest congruence on A, and 
hence A is indeed simple. But then for any a ys b in A we have O(a, b) is the monolith, 
and thus for any a, b, e with a r b we must have (62) holding, i.e., t(a, b, c) - a. Now by 
(52) we see that if a --- b then t(a, b, c) = c. But this shows, by (1), that ~ indeed defines 
a ternary discriminator function on each subdirectly irreducible algebra satisfying (58). 
[] 
Now we can use Lemma 3.5 to see that our axioms (58) can be decoded on the simple 
models of these axioms to give the assertion ~ U {-~r}. If ~ U {-~e~} is not satisfiable then 
there are no nontrivial simple models of our axioms, and hence no nontrivial models. 
But then by Birkhoff's completeness theorem we can derive x ~. y. 
If ~ U {-~a} is satisfiable in a nontrivial model .4. then choose any simple algebra 
S in V of the same size (this is where our hypothesis about the generalized spectrum 
of V comes in) and simply put A and S on a common domain to get a structure C. 
Now replace the relations r of C by appropriate functions fr  and one has a model D 
of our axioms (this is easy to check since t satisfies (1) on D). Consequently we have a 
nontrivial model of our axioms (58), and therefore we cannot derive x ~, y. [] 
The author is grateful to the referees for pointing out numerous places where the text 
in the original version could be improved. This research as been supported by NSERC 
Grant No. A7256. 
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